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Dovre Tai Wood burning & Multi-fuel Stoves 
A cast iron stove range with a difference; Dovre Tai wood burning & multi-fuel stoves are 

powerful heating appliances with a thermostatically controlled heat output. 

Thanks to the heat retention qualities of their cast iron construction, these stoves will 

continue to radiate heat long after the fire has died down. 

Tai wood burning stoves & multi-fuel stoves are offered in either the medium sized 35 

wood burning model or the larger 45 models, which feature both wood burning and 

multi-fuel versions. 

Offering a high degree of installation versatility, both Tai 35 and 45 stoves can be 

selected with optional short legs for a lower profile, which allows them to be fitted into 

smaller fireplaces. 

With their elegant design and curving details, these versatile stoves can suit both 

traditional and contemporary interiors. Their distinctive looks are ideal for those who 

desire something a little different for their living space. 

 All cast iron construction 

 Woodburning or multi-fuel 

 Airwash and Cleanburn systems 

 Nominal heat output: 35 - 6.5kW / 45 - 9kW 

 Heat output range: 3 - 11kW 

 High efficiency: up to 81% 

 Top and rear flue exit (Tai 45M is rear exit only) 

 Side loading door for multi-fuel version 

 Optional Short Legs 

 Flue diameter: 150mm 

 Maximum log length: 35 - 35cm / 45 - 45cm 

 35 - 100kg / 45 wood - 140kg / 45 multi-fuel - 170kg 

Width Height Depth Weight 

Nominal 

Heat output 

Flue 

diameter 

35 - 520mm / 

45 - 615mm 

35 - 745mm / 

45 - 800mm 

35 - 365mm / 

45 - 390mm 

35 - 100kg / 45 wood - 

140kg / 45 multi-fuel - 

170kg 

9kW 150mm 

 


